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Eﬀicient communication
& access to critical information
EPISECC intends to define most impoant information semantics to enable disaster
management information and communications systems to interoperate.
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aﬀected people need information as much as water, food, medicine or
“ Disaster
shelter: accurate, timely information can save lives. The right information helps aid
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organizations to understand beer the needs of aﬀected communities and ways
to meet those needs. Today‘s information technology presents new possibilities,
but has not been fully exploited by humanitarian organization. Lack of information
can make people victims of disaster.

Background and motivations

Fire is a natural pa
of the most forest
ecosystems, but the
intensity and number
of fires today is
challenging for fireand crisis managers
throughout the
Europian Union.

Eﬀicient communication and access to critical
information is a key requirement for the operations of public safety and security services in
emergencies. Inter-connectedness and cooperation between diﬀerent rescue teams is essential for saving lives and protecting assets.
However, the communication capabilities are
oen compromised or destroyed, either by the
catastrophe itself or its aermath. In these
cases, new communication systems must be
deployed to re-establish communication.

ways require good situational awareness to define the most urgent needs.

As a recent example the eahquake in Haiti in
January 2010 can be used, when a major challenge was a quick deployment of telecommunication infrastructures to communicate with
remote headquaers as well as paners on the
ground to organise the relief supply.

In a big disaster like an eahquake or big flooding, rescue teams from diﬀerent entities (e.g.
civil protection, fire brigades, police) and diﬀerent countries have to collaborate. These teams
use diﬀerent IT systems, taxonomies, technologies and protocols for communication. E.g. for
voice communication they may use digital radios based on the digital professional mobile radio
standards (such as TETRA or TETRAPOL) or they
may use satellite phones when no communication infrastructure is available anymore. These
technologies allow a communication between
the team members and their control centre but
direct communication between diﬀerent entities from diﬀerent countries is very diﬀicult or
even not possible.
The access to and sharing of information for
a beer situational awareness becomes more
and more impoant.

Monitoring can help to be beer prepared for
big disasters but as the eahquake in l’Aquila in
the year 2009 with more than 300 killed, prediction can be inexact and can be a maer of great
misinterpretation amongst expes. The legal
consequences show the small gap between the
necessary eﬀo in prevention and risk management and the availability of robust data and
model results for the disaster managers, who
have to make decisions in very sho time.
The first phase of disaster response must al-

Especially the first 72 hours aer a catastrophe
are very impoant to save lives. 72 hours is the
period during which aﬀected people can survive without water. Providing voice communication and information collection and distribution
services within these first 72 hours (the golden
hours) aer a disaster happened, is a major
challenge to be addressed.

This information comprises:
• static background information like maps
• dynamic information from technical institutes like weather forecast
• dynamic information from infrastructure providers like information on power availability
• dynamic information from civil protection and emergency management agencies like
aerial photographs, available capacities, position of resources, information about needs,
incidents, tasks, relieve goods and so on
• dynamic information from the population itself, which can be retrieved via crowd-sourcing or social media

Rescue teams bring equipment with them on
rescue missions that would allow accessing and
sharing of this type of information. However,
the teams use diﬀerent processes, taxonomies
and technical tools, and adequate collaboration
procedures are still missing. Only a small pa of
this information is usually accessible to the in-

dividual teams.
Sharing of the available information between
the teams from diﬀerent members states is
almost impossible, and has been identified as
a major gap e.g. within FP7 - ACRIMAS ot FP7 CRISYS.

Objectives
To improve information and cooperation processes in the future, the EPISECC project has the following objectives:
1. Develop a pan-European inventory of past critical events/disasters and their consequences
focusing on the peormance of
processes, the data exchange and
the
organisational
boundaries.

Project
The EPISECC’s consoium structures its project around the following critical concepts:
• Based on analysis of the past major European emergencies and disasters identify main
shocomings of currently used data sets,
the daily information management tools and
processes and the integration into crisis management procedures and the information
systems used by first responders and police
authorities;
• Raise awareness of and advocate for the
use of a modern information management
and communication technologies by first responders and policy authorities;
• Assist in development of the rapidly evolving
European policy in the area of security, civil
protection and humanitarian aid;
• Reduce vulnerabilities and increase resilience
of European societies against security risks,
natural disasters and crisis.

2. Develop a concept of a common
information space including appropriate
semantic
definitions
by taxonomies and/or ontologies.
3. Analysis of existing concepts of interoperability from diﬀerent domains as basis for the concept of a
common information space, identification of new possible emergency
and crisis management models.
4. Validation of the architecture and
suggestion of new Emergency and
Crisis Management Models.

Big floods are a
major challenge for
crisis- and disaster
managers around
the world…

Consoium
Developing new technologies in crisis and disasters management requires an end user-centric approach and the
involvement of paners beyond Researchers and Developers. Therefore several aspects besides the mere technical possibilities need to be considered, which results in consoium consisting of four main groups:
• Research Institutes
• Industry

• Small and medium sized enterprises
• End users
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All paners bring in a lot of knowledge and experience in the field of disaster management. Some of the paners
bring in networks of end users that are necessary for both the validation of the end results and various dissemination activities.

Coordinator:
Dr. Georg Neubauer
AIT Austrian Institute of Technology
georg.neubauer@ait.ac.at
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